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0. INTRODUCTION 
Let S be a semigroup and let 9(S) denote the family of all nonempty 
subsets of S’ with the operation defined by 
A, BE P(S), AB= juh:a~ A, he Bj. 
We call 9(S) the power .~e~j~r#l{~ of S. Although Dubreil [3] studied 
power semigroups including the empty set, and Ljapin [S J stated some 
rest&s, the systematic study of power semigroups was initiated by the 
author and Shafer [12], and the foilowing problem was posted [I 13: 
If 9(S,)zY(S2) then does it hold that S,%Ss,? This question was 
negatively answered by Mogiljanskaja [6], but it was affirmatively 
answered for the following classes: groups by the author and Shafer [12], 
rectangular groups by [ 13, 151; finite simple semigroups and semilattices of 
torsion groups in which semilattices are finite by Could and Iskra [4]. The 
semilattice decomposition of the power semigroups of finite groups was 
studied by Putcha [S]. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following: 
If S, and S, are completely O-simple semigroups then 
d(S, ) z :g(S,) implies S, z S?. 
In Section 1 we explain the notations and the preliminary facts related to 
this paper. The discussion starts from the two different directions: a O- 
minimal idcal of 9(S) in Section 2 and a maximal idcal of (9(S))4 and its 
complement in Section 3. The two different courses meet at Section 4 as 
“intersection” of the O-minimal ideal and the complement of the maximal 
ideal. “Intersection” is much closer to S. These concepts concerniIlg S(S) 
are invariant under isomorphisms. Finally, in Section 5 we discuss the 
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problem of isomorphism and establish the main theorem. The two types of 
homomorphic images, the combinatorial homomorphic image and the left 
and right reductive homomorphic image, play an important part. The dis- 
cussion on the maximal ideal of (P(S)) 4 in Section 3 is most difficult and 
complicated but it becomes a highlight of this paper. 
If we modify the arguments involving zero in this paper, we shall have 
the results with respect to completely simple semigroups although the 
problem for completely simple semigroups can be discussed directly. (See 
the end of Sects. 2 and 6.) 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let S be a completely O-simple semigroup. We express S by the Rees 
regular representation [2, 71, i.e., 
S = dl”(Z, M, G; P), 
where I and M are index sets, G is the structure group, and P is the 
sandwich matrix P = (pit), P,;E Go, Jo M, is Z, Go = G u {0}, namely, 
S={(i,j;x):i~Z,j~M,x~G}u{0}, 
(i, j; x)(k, 1; y) = 
if pjk = 0. 
Let P(S) denote the power semigroup of S. For any nonzero element X of 
P(S), define X* by X* = x\ {0} if 0 E X; X* = X otherwise. We define the 




rcIXM(X)= {(i, j): (i,j;x)~X* forsomexEG}. 
r~,~ ,,,,(X) is called the support of X. n,, rc,,,,, and 71,x M are homomorphisms 
(called projections) of 9(S) into Z, A4 and Ix M, respectively. A subset p of 
Ix M is called a relation from Z into M; and p is called a full relation from 
AontoB,where121#AcIand0#B~M,ifforeveryi~Athereisj~B 
such that ipj, and for every jE B there is ig A such that ipj. Let p be a full 
relation from A onto B; let cp: p + S(G) be a function of p into P(G). 
Given p, A, B, cp, define an element X as follows: 
X= (p; cp) = {(i, j; x): ipj, x E cp(i, j)}. (1.1) 
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If we need specify A and B we denote it as follows: 
X=(ApB;cp)={(i,j;x):i~A,j~B,ipj,x~cp(i,j)}, (1.1’) 
where ApB = {(i, j): in A, jE B, ipj}. Throughout the paper, X= (ApB; cp) 
means that p is a full relation from A onto B, namely, 
n,(p) = n,(X) = A, Z,,,,(P) = n,,,(W = B, Q(X) = u cp(i, j), 
IlJl 
x/x ,w(J’) = APB. 
Every element of 9(S) has one of the following forms: 
A’= (APB; cp), J?=(A~B;~~)O=XU {O}, o= {O}. (1.2) 
If p = A x B, X is denoted by X= (A x B; cp); if cp(i, j) = HE G for all 
(i, j) E A x B, X is denoted by X= (A x B; H) or A x B x H. In particular if 
H= (x} is a singleton, X= (A x B; {x}) or (A x B; x). 
The notation p may be used even if 0 E Y; i.e., if 0 E Y, p = Y. 
The following is easily obtained. 
Every nonzero element of 9(S) has the form lJ;, (C, x D;; cp,.) 
or (U>. XD;; Vj.))O> (1.3) 
where u,. is not necessarily disjoint union, and C, and C, (2 #p) may 
intersect, and D;, and D, (A# p) may intersect. 
For the sandwich matrix P = ( P,~), jg M, in Z, we define a relation kP 
from M into I by 
jo,i iff p,, # 0. 
oP is never empty. Related to CJ~ we define relations A,, X,, and c, from 
P(M) into P(Z) as follows: 
Let B E Y(M), A E Y(Z). 
BA,A iffja.iforsomejEBandsomeiEA. (1.4) 
BC,A iffja.iforalljEBandalliEA. (1.5) 
Bz,A iff BzJ and Pjzl’ plllz = P,,I,’ Pjl;Z 
for allj,,j,EB, i,, ~,EA. (1.6) 
Clearly zP c C, c A,, and BC, A is equivalent to cP 1 B x A = B x A, where 
1 denotes the restriction; BA,A is equivalent to 0~1 B x A # 0. If pI and pz 
are relations from Z into M, then p, a,p2 is a relation from Z into M, where 
p,a,p, is the product of relations pl, oP and p2. 
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Let @#A,cZ, O#BicM, picAixB, and cp,:p,+P(G) (i=l,2). If 
Bz,A, we define a function (p1p(p2: p,a,p,-+9’(G) by 
The products of elements of P(S), namely, the elements of (P(S))2 can be 
expressed as follows: 
~f~=(~l;cpl)=(A,~lBl~cpl)and y=(~,;cp,)=(A,~B,;cp,), (1.7) 
I 
(A;P,~,P,%; (~J’492)~ ifB,d.A2but(B,,A2)4c,, 
XY= (A, x B,; (P,&,) if BlCpA2, (1.7.1) 
0 if(B,, A2)4dp. 
Pr=xP=PP= (XY)O, OX=XO=X”O=OX”=OO=O, (1.7.2) 
where A; = n,(p, o,p,), B; = rr,,,,((i o,p,). Note that if 0 E XY, (XY)’ = XY. 
By (1.3) if XY # 0 and 0 E XY then XY has the form 
( > 
0 
xy= U (cj,xDj.); Cpj, ) 
i 
(1.7’) 
where Uj. is not necessarily a disjoint union. 
In (1.8) through (1.13) below we do not assume S is completely O-simple. 
(1.8). S is a subsemigroup qf 9(S). 
(1.9). [S] ZfZ is an ideal of S, b(Z) is an ideal cfP(S). 
(1.10). [8] ZfS is homomorphic onto S’ then p(S) is homomorphic onto 
5T.q S’). 
Proof. Let h be a homomorphism of S onto S’. Define h’ as dollows: 
h’(X) = {h(u): UEX}. Then it is easy to see that h’ is a homomorphism of 
P(S) onto P(S). 
In the following, lJ is the set union of S or S’. 
h’ u X, = u h’(X,). 
( > 
(1.11) 
2 E A i. E A 
Let [ be the natural congruence of h: S -+ S’ and let [’ be the natural 
congruence of h’: L’?(S) + 9( S’). 
(1.12). ZfX,[’ Y,for all l~/i then UiE,, X,5’ Ulen Y,. 
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( 1.13). 9(S) is a complete upper semilattice ordered semigroup, namely, 
6) if Y,Ey(S), U,Y,E~(S). 
(ii) if YEZ then XYEXZ, YXGZXfor all X69(S). 
(iii) WJ, Y,) = U, XY,, (U, Y,)x= U, YJ. 
(1.13’). 9’(S) forms a semiring whose addition is the set union and whose 
multiplication is the usual one. 
We return to completely O-simple S, 
(1.14). Zf X, YE?(S) then either XY contains 0 or 
n/x ,M(XY) = ~,W) x nM( Y). 
ProoJ: This is immediate from (1.7). 
Let [El denote the cardinal number of a set E. 
(1.15)’ Let X=(p,; cp,), Y= (p2; cpz), and let ip, j, kp,l and 
XY= (p3; (p3). Zf ja,k, then 
lcpt(i, j)l d Iv3(i2 111, I&k 41 d Iv3(i, 111 
For X= (p; cp), dttfine IlqII = Min{ Iq(i, j)l: ipj>.” 
(1.16h3 V!fZ,C and (Ap,B; (pl)(Cp2R q2)= (Ap,D; cp3) then 
lI’p,ll G II44 and Il~zll d IIFII. 
For the reader’s convenience we state the isomorphism criterion for com- 
pletely O-simple semigroups. 
Let Di = k”(Z,, Mi, Gi; P,) (i = 1, 2). If D, and D, are isomorphic, the 
structure groups G, and G, are isomorphic, and lZ,l = lZ,l, lMll = IM,l. 
(See [Z, 71.) Accordingly, when we consider the isomorphism criterion for 
D, and D,, we can identify G, with G,, I, with I,, and M, with M,, 
respectively. Let Z= I, = I,, M = M, = M,, and G = G, = G,. The sandwich 
‘(1.15) can be obtained from cpi(i,I)~cp,(i,j)p,,cp,(k, /). 
z According to the set theory, a set of cardinal numbers is well ordered with respect to the 
usual order. Hence a set of cardinal numbers contains the minimal element. 
3 To prove (1.16) use (1.15). Remark: On the contrary to (1.15) the following is not true in 
general. jrrc(X)I Q (x,(XY)/, Inc( Y)l < In,(XY)I. For example, let G= { 1, X) be a group 
of order 2, c?= 1, and let I=M={l,2}, P=(i 7). Let X,={(l,l;I),(1,2;~)}, 
X,= {(l, 1; l), (2, l;cc)}, Y= {(l, 1; 1)). Then q,(X,) = n,(Xz) = G but n,(X, Y) = 
7QYX*)={l}. 
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matrices P, and P, are Mx Z-matrices over Go, and we let P, = (p!?), 
p, = (p!?‘) 
.I1 
Jr ’ 
PROPOSITION 1.17 [2, 73. D, =AY’(Z, M, G; P,) is isomorphic onto 
D, = &‘(I, M, G; Pz) if and only if there exists a permutation 11/, of Z, a per- 
mutation tiM of M, an automorphism u of G, a map u of M into G and a map 
v of Z into G such that 
(1.17.1) p,!$~,i~,=u(j).(p~~)u).v(i) for all iEZ, jfzM. We say P, is 
equivalent to P,. 
COROLLARY 1.18. Assume IGI = 1. D, = A”(Z, M, { 1); P,) is isomorphic 
onto D, = AS?‘(Z, M, { 1 }; P2) ifand only if there exists a permutation $, and 
a permutation $,,,, such that 
p’2’ (1) 
Iti’MJ*L/ = PII for all iEZ, jE M. 
In this case, P, is equivalent to P, if P, can be obtained from P, by per- 
mutating rows or columns. 
Let D = A?“(Z, M, G; P) and P = (pi,). We define equivalence relations 
6,, S;, u, on Z relative to P (or to D); 6,, Sh,, c(~ on A4 relative to P (or to 
D) as follows: 
i, 6,i, iff PJil = Pjr2 for all j E M; 
jl dMj2 iff pjli = pjzi for all i E Z; 
i, 6;i, iff there are a,, a2 E G such that pji,a, = pji2a, for all jE M; 
jl &Lj2 iff there are b, , b, E G such that b, pi,i = 6, pizi for all i E I; 
llUIl2 iff for each j E A4 
either both piii # 0 and pjiz # 0 
or both pj,, = 0 and pjiz = 0; 
jluMj2 iff for each i E Z 
either both pjli # 0 and pjzi # 0 
or both pjli = 0 and pjzi = 0. 
Obviously 
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but Proposition 1.17 enables us to arrange P, under equivalence, such that 
6,=6; and 6, = I&. (1.19) 
If IGI = 1, 61=6;=a,, 6,=6’,=a,. 
Below we assume (1.19). Let D = M”(Z, M, G; P). We define congruences 
pa,, pbv, ~~~~~~~ on D as follows: 
(z,,j,;x)~~,(i,~j~; Y) iff i,6,i,, ,j, =jz, x=y, 
(il3 j, ; -xl Pa,(i,, j*; Y) iff i, =.iz, j,S,j,, x= y, 
(4 3 i,; xl P6,n6Ji23 j*; Y) iff i, 6,i,, j, 6, jz, x = y. 
It is easy to show that these are congruences. 
D/p,,= &‘(Z/S,, A4, G; P,), P, = (pj,‘)), pjl/) = pJi where i denotes 
the Grclass containing i. D/ps,~Ao(I, M/S,, G; P,,,), 
P, = (p:,“)), giM) = p,; wherejdenotes the 6,-class containingj. 
DIP +-,awz’M (W,, M/6,, G; Pin,+,), f’,ntw= (q;,“+“), q;Y” 
= P,i. (1.20) 
See the definition of left or right reductivity in [2,7]. 
(1) pa, is the smallest left reductive congruence on D. 
(2) pdu is the smallest right reductive congruence on D. (1.21) 
(3) p6,n6u is the smallest left and right reductive congruence on D. 
Proof: (1) To show p6, is a left reductive congruence, assume 
(k 1; v)(i,t i,; Xl) Pi&k 1; YNb, j,; x2) for all (k, 1; y ). 
Then (k j, ; YP/i,Xl) ~s,(k j2 ; YP/izXz) implies j, = j, and YPI,~ x1 = yplj2x2 
for all y, all 1; hence P,~,x, = pIi2x2. So (ii, j, ; xi) ps,(i2, j,; x2), thus ps, is a 
left reductive congruence. To show it is smallest, let p be a left reductive 
congruence on D. Assume (i1, j; x) p6,(i2, j; x). By definition, i, 6,i,. 
Then (k 1; y)(il, i; xl = (k j; YP,,,x) = (k j; yP/i,x) = (k 1; Y)(&, j; x) and 
(k, I; y)(i,, j; x) p(k, I; y)(i2, j; x) implies (il, j; x) p(i,, j; x) since p is a left 
reductive congruence. We have shown pb, c p. 
Similarly (2) and (3) are proved. 
By (1.20) we obtain the following: 
P&n&&$ = Pa, ” Pa, = Pa, ’ P6M = P&f. P6,? (1.22) 
where ps, v paM is the congruence generated by pa, and p6M; ps; paM is the 
product of the two as relations. The greatest left and right reductive 
homomorphic image of D is isomorphic onto the greatest right reductive 
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homomorphic image of D/ps,, and also isomorphic onto the greatest left 
reductive homomorphic image of D/p,,. 
PROPOSITION 1.23. Let D’ = &?‘(I’, M’, G; P’) be left and right reductive. 
Let I and M be sets and let 6, and 6, be any equivalence relations on I and 
M respectively. Then there exists a unique D = &‘(I, M, G; P), up to 
isomorphism, such that 
r = I/6,, M’ =MpM, DIp+,sMzDD’. 
Proof: Let f,: I + I’ and f,,: M + M’ be the natural mappings of 6, and 
JMu, respectively. Let P’ = (pi,,,), j’ E M’, i’ E I’. Define P = (p,,), jE M, ie I 
as follows: 
Pji = P.X( 0% fi(O for all j E M, i E Z, 
and let D = &‘(I, M, G; P). By (1.20) we see that D/P~,~~~= D’. Uni- 
queness can be easily shown by using Proposition 1.17. 
(1.24). Let D,=&‘(I, M, G; P,) (i= 1, 2). IfD,gD,, there is a one-to- 
one correspondence between the family of G,-classes, D,,, related to P, and 
the family of o&asses, DA,, related to P, such that ID,,1 = 1 Dj.,I. The same 
result holds for 6,-classes. 
Proof. Show G,-classes and 6,-classes are invariant under the 
equivalence of P, and P, in the sense of Proposition 1.17. 
In this paper we assume: 
(1.25 ~ ). Let m and n be cardinal numbers. If 2” = 2”, then m = n. 
Accordingly we have 
(1.25). Zf Si is a Zeft (right) zero semigroup (i= 1, 2) then BEG’ 
implies S, E S2. 
If the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis is assumed, then (1.25 ~ ) 
holds. 
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It is convenient to normalize the sandwich matrix P in the sense of [IO], 
that is, 
(1.26). For every i, E I there is j, E M such that p,,, = 1 for all i E I with 
icr,i,. For every j, E I there is i, E I such that pji, = 1 ,for all jE M with jorM j, . 
2. O-MINIMAL IDEAL 
Let S= &‘(Z, M, G; P), and for S, we define S* by 
S* = &“(I, M, { 1 }, P*) 
where 
p* = (P$), p; = 
1 if ja,i 
0 otherwise. 
Then S* = {(i, j; 1): ie Z, je M} u (0 1. Identifying (i, j; 1) with (i, j), let us 
denote 
where 
S*= {(i,j):iEZ,jEM~u{O~, (2.1) 
(i, j)(k, 1) = (” 1) 
if jcr,i 
0 otherwise. 
S* is combinatorial, i.e., every subgroup of S* is trivial. As another exam- 
ple, a rectangular band is combinatorial. 
Let D be a semigroup. A congruence [ on D is called a combinatorial 
congruence if D/c is combinatorial. If co is the smallest combinatorial con- 
gruence on D, D/i0 is called the greatest combinatorial homomorphic 
image of D. 
LEMMA 2.2.4 If D is a semigroup containing idempotents and if 
(i) co is the congruence on D generated by the relation 
{(a, b): both a und b ure in u maximal subgroup of D} (2.2.*) 
4 In case of &‘(I, M, G; P), (i) of Lemma 2.2 implies (ii) of Lemma 2.2. Is this true for any 
semigroup’? The existence of the least combinatorial congruence in the general case was shown 
by Professor Schein in his personal letter to the author: The intersection of all combinatorial 
congruence is a combinatorial congruence. 
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and if 
(ii) co is a combinatorial congruence then co is the smallest com- 
binatorial congruence on D. 
In particular consider a completely O-simple semigroup S= 
A”(l, M, G; P). S is homomorphic onto S* under h defined by h0 = 0, 
h(i, j; x) = (i, j). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. S* is the greatest combinatorial homomorphic image 
of S under h. 
Proof: Let [ be a natural congruence of h, i.e., ujv if and only if 
h(u) = h(u). For S = JH’(Z, M, G; P), the set (2.23) equals the set: 
{(a, b) E Sx S: h(a) = h(b) = (i, j), jari}. 
Let co be the congruence on S generated by the above set. Then co G [ since 
S* = S/c is combinatorial. To show [G co, assume a[b, i.e., h(a) = h(b) = 
(i, j) where we do not assume ja,i. Let a = (i, j; x), b = (i, j; y). There are 
i, EZ, j, EM such that j,a,i,; and 
a = (i, j; x) = (i, j, ; p,l: )(i,, j, ; 4(il, j; P,$: ), 
b= C&j; Y) = (i,jl; P,yi:)(i,, j,, y)(il,j; P,;:). 
Since (iI, j, ; x) co(i,, j, ; y), we have a[,b. By Lemma 2.2 the proof is com- 
pleted. 
(2.4). P(S) is homomorphic onto Y(S*) under h* induced by h in the 
sense of (1.10). 
[h’ in (1.10) is h* in this case.] 
All elements of B(S*) are expressed as the homomorphic images of the 
form (1.2): 
If (APB; cp) E P(S), h*(ApB; cp) = ApB = {(a, 6): a E A, b E B, apb}; 
h*(ApB; cp)‘= (ApB)‘, in particular h*(A x B; q) = A x B, 
h*(A x B; cp)” = (A x B)‘, h*(O)=O. 
The product (ApB)(CpD) in 9(S*) becomes simpler if ApB= A x B or 
CpD = C x D. For the reader’s convenience we summarize them as follows. 
FACT 2.5. In P(S*) the following hold. Let CpD be a full relation. 
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AxD if BZ,. C 
(A x B)(CpD)= (A x D,)’ for some D, s D if BA.. C but BXp* C. 
0 if BA,.. C, 
(ApB)(Cx D)= 
! 
AxD if BL’,, C 
(A, x D)’ for some A, c A if BA.. C but BrCp* C 
0 if BAp. C, 
if BL’,. C 
(AxB)(CxD)= if BA.. C but BXCpr C 
if BA,. C, 
xP=PY=PP=(xY)” for all X, YE S(S*). 
Recall S= &!‘(I, M, G; P) where P= (pi,), pji~ Go, Jo A4, icl. For S we 
define 9, by 
Y. = {(A x B; G)‘: A E p(Z), BE g(M)} u {O} 
namely ,a0 is the set of all (A x B; cp)” such that A and B are in ??(I) and 
9(M), respectively, but cp(i j) = G for all i E A, jg B. 
LEMMA 2.6. ,$, is an ideal of P(S). 
Proof Let X= (A x B; G)’ E ,a0 and Y = (CpD; cp) E g(S). We show 
XY, YXE yo. If BA,C, then XY = 0. If BA, C and if we let 
D,={j~D:j,c~~i,pjforsomei,~C,somej,~B}, 
then, by (1.7) and by using Fact 2.5, 
XY= (A x B; G)‘(CpD; cp) = (A x D,; G)’ for some D, E D. (2.6.1) 
Also XP= (XY)‘. Thus XY, XY’ka,. 
For YX, if DA,A, YX=O. If DA,A and 
C,={iEC:ipj,o,i, for some j2ED, some i,EA}, 
then 
YX= (CpD; cp)(A x B; G)‘= (C, x B; G)’ and Px= ( YX)O. 
Thus YX, Y”XE~~. Hence 9, is an ideal of P(S). In particular 
(AxB;G)~(CXD;G)~=(AXD;G)~ if BA,C. (2.6.2) 
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Now we define a y(M) x p(Z)-matrix P over {O, 1$ where (0, 11 is the 







Obviously, for every A Ed there is BEY(M) such that BA,A, and for 
every BE??(M) there is A Ed such that BA,A. 
Consider the completeIy O-simple semigroup: 
~~*~‘(~(Z),~(~), (l>;a)= {(A, B): AE~(I), B~~(~)~u~O~, 
where 
(A, B)(C, D) = i;“’ D) 
if BA,C 
otherwise. (2.7) 
By (2.7), Lemma2.6, and (2.6.2), we have 
LEMMA 2.8. &aor%’ under the map 0 -+ 0 and (A x B; G)‘w(A, B). 
PROPOSI~ON 2.9. & is a unique O-minimal ideal of Y(S). 
Proof By Lemmas 2.6 and 2.8, & is a O-minimal ideal of p(S). To 
show uniqueness it is sufficient to show that .& is contained in every non- 
zero principal ideal of g(S). Let X=(AXB;G)~E~& and 
Y= (CpD; cp) E 9(S). Pick i, E C and j, E D such that i,pj,; and then 
choose j, EM and i,EI such that j,api, and jzcspiz. By Fact 2.5, we have 
(A x {A}; G)‘(CpD; d({i,} x B; (3’ 
=(AxD,;G)~({~~}xB;G)~ 
=(AxB;G)’ forsomeD,withj,ED,ED. 
Hence XE B(S)’ . Y. gf,S)‘. Similarly XE p’(S)’ ‘ r0. p(S)‘. Thus X is 
contained in the principal ideal of g(S) generated by Y for all YE p(S), 
Y#O and ail XES~. 
We note that g’fS*) is not necessarily combinatorial [9], and the mapp- 
ing k:Y(S)+V defined by k(ApB;cp)=k(ApB;cp)‘=(Ax B)‘and kO=O 
is not a homomorphism in general. 
For example, let S = &‘(I, M, { 1 }; P) where 
100 
Z=M= (1,2,3), P= 0 0 0 , i 1 001 
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so we denote S = ( (i, j): i, Jo Zj u (0) in which 
if j=k 
if j#k 
and every nonzero element of 9(S) is denoted by ApB or (ApB)’ where A, 
BEY(I). Let ~=ffAxB)*:A,B&~P(J)JuIO) and define k:B(S)-+% by 
k(ApB)=k(ApB))“=(Ax8)0 and kO=O. E=I, and X==I~, the equality 
relations. Then k(E) = (Ix J)‘, k(X) = (A x A)’ and k(E) k(X) = (Ix A)’ 
but k(EX) = (A x A)‘, hence k(E) k(X) # k(EX); k is not a homomorphism. 
However, if S is completely simple, we have 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let S = ,&‘(I, M, G; P). Define 9. by 
-YO is the least ideal of P(S) and i~o~zorph~c onto a rect~~~~~~~ band 
Gf = {A x B: A E Y(I), BE 9(M) 1 under (A x B; G) H A x B. Moreowr, V is 
the greatest rectangular band homomorphic image of P(S) under k* defined 
by k*(ApB; cp) = A x B. 
COROLLARY 2.11 [ 151. Let S, and S, be rectangular groups. If P(S, ) z 
P(Sz) then S, z-S,. 
Proposition 2.10 and the generalization of Corollary 2.11 will be directly 
proved in Section 6 without considering Theorem 5.8. 
3. MAXIMAL IDEAL 
By a maximal ideal J of a semigroup D we mean an ideal J of D such 
that JS D and there is no ideal K of D satisfying J $ K 5 D. In this sec- 
tion we study maximal ideals .F of (9(S))4 such that (Y(S))“/3 is com- 
pletely O-simple. A particular maximal ideal 9 of (p(S))j will play an 
important part in the isomorphism problem as the O-minimal ideal y0 of 
Y(S) does. 
By (1.7) every element X of (9’(S))2 either contains 0 or has the form, 
rectangle, X = (A x B; 9). By (1.15) the following Y. is an ideal of (9(S))4: 
~~=(Y(S))4n ((X:XE~‘(S),OEX)U {(Ax& ~):AE~(~), 
BE P(M), icp(i, j)/ > 1 for some (i j) E A x B) 1. 




~22~ = (P(S))” n Bo. 
It is natural to find a maximal ideal Y of (P(S))4 such that Sa = Y0 u Y 
where F is a subset of 9!,. First, we consider the following question: Let 
(A x B; tp), (Cx L); ~)~~~. Under what condition on (A x B; rp) and 
(C x L); $), is the product (A x B; cp)(C x D; $) in .4&? Is it necessary that 
BC,C? Let (AxB;cp)(CxD;Il/)=(AxD;q), 
di, j) = u di, k)’ Pkl’ $ft, .d for each (i,j)~A xD, (3.0) 
where P= (pj,) is the sandwich matrix of S= J%“‘(I, M, G; P). Assume 
Iq(i,j)l=l for all (i,j)~AxD. By (1.15) [q(i,k)l=l for all icsA, kEB; 
andI~(1,j)l=lforallIEC,jED.Fixi,jandl.ThenforeachiEA,fEC, 
cpfi, Wpkil= 4o& kz)~ktl for all k, , k, E B. (3.1) 
Similarly, for each k E B, j E D, 
Pkl[ ti(ll ? j) = Pk/2$(f2j j) for all I,, I, E C. (3.2) 
Then (3.2) implies 
Pi$ Pk,lj = P& Pk$, for all k, , k2 E E, I,, l2 E C (3.3) 
and (3.1) implies 
Pkzl, Ph$ = Pkzlz P!$ for all k, , k, E B, I,, 1, E C. (3.3’) 
Clearly (3.3) and (3.3’) are equivalent. By definition f l&f, Bf,C. The sub- 
matrix PBXc is called proportional. If we need specify a set to which a suf- 
fix belongs, we write k,, Ic, etc., i.e., k, denotes k E B, and I, denotes ie C. 
Let 1, denote a particular (but arbitrarily chosen) element in A. We call 1, 
a standard element in A. Each of (3.3) and (3.3’) is equivalent to: 
-1 
Pk&= ~k~l~~l~l~Pl~/~ for all k G B, IE C, (3.3 1) 
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and the set of conditions (3.1) (3.2), and (3.3) is equivalent to the set of 
(3.3,), (3.4), and (3.5) below: 
So far we have shown (3.3) (3.4), and (3.5) are derived. Conversely assume 
(3.3) (3.4), and (3.5). Putting (3.4) and (3.5) into (3.0) and using (3.3) we 
have 
thus 
yl(iA 2 j,) = cp(i,4 1 1,) Pl&.$(l c‘, jD)> hence (yl(i,, j,)( = 1. (3.6) 
From (3.6) we get 
In particular ~(l,, l,)=cp(l,, lB)plslc$(lc, lo). Then (3.6) can be 
rewritten as follows: 
Thus we have proved 
LEMMA 3.7. Let (AxB;cp), (CXD;$)E%$. Then (AxB;cp). 
(C x D; $) E go if and only if Bz,C and (3.4) and (3.5) hold. 
Let XE~(I) and YES’ and f:Xx Y+p(G) be a function of Xx Y 
into 9(G). A function f is said to have a separation form over Xx Y if there 
are functions @: X+ 9(G) and Y: Y + g(G) such that 
f(i,A= @P(i) y(j) for all i E X, j E Y. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let (A x D; 9) E P(S). Then q has a separation form if and 
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only if there are (A x {j, ); ~.J)E!Y(S) and ( {il > x D; $)E 9(S) such that 
j, E M, i, E I with piii, # 0 and 
(A xD;v)=(A x fj&d({i,> xD;+f. (3.8.1) 
Proof Necessity. By assumption q(i, j) = Q(i) Y(j) for each ie A, j E B. 
Choose arbitrarily j, E A4 and i, EZ with pjli, # 0. We define 
9: A x (jr) + P(G) and tlf: (i, 3 x D + g(G) as foliows: 
Then 
cp(i j, I= @(iI and 
Sufficiency is obvious. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. The following are equivalent 
(3.9.1) (AxD;FJ)E&. 
(3.92) /s(i, j)/ = 1 for all (i, j) E A x D and q has a ~e~ar~tio~z form 
over A x D. 
(3.9.3) (AxD;~)=(Ax~j,};cp)((i,}xD;cl/)forsome(Axrj,);cp), 
({~,}xD;$)EW, wherej,EM, z’,EZ,~~,~,#O. 
Proof (3.9.1)s(3.9.2). Since (AxD;q)~(Y(Sfj~n%, (AxD;9)= 
(AxB;~)(cxD;~) and /q(i, ,j)/ = I for all (i, j) E A x D which implies 
lcp(k k)l = ML 0 = 1 f or all (i,k)~AxB and (l,j)~CxD; hence 
(Ax B;cp), (Cx D;$)EL%‘~, By Lemma3.7, BfpC, (3.4) and (3.5) hold, 
and then (3.6) is derived as done above. Thus y has a separation form. 
(3.9.23 * (3.9.3). By Lemma 3.8, 
Since Iq(i, j)l = 1 for all (i, j)~ A x D, (A x {jr}; q) and ((i, > x D; +) are in 
&‘O but 
(A x fj,f; rp)=tAx ~.i~l;4o)(ii~)x ij~); PIT,:), 
fii,)xD;9)=((~l)xfj,);q,~,,‘)(C~l)xD;~~, 
hence both are in 2, since ({i,} x {j,}; JI,~~:)E(P(S))~. 
(3.9.3) =E- (3.9.1). Obvious. 
By (3.6) q has the form q(i, j) = cp(i, 1 f. y + +( 1, j) where y is an element 
of G independent of i and j. Moreover we have 
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COROLLARY 3.10. The cp and $ in (3.9.3) are unique up to multipliers in 
the following sense: if 
(AxD;q)=(Ax(j,};cp,)((i,)xD;II/,) 
= (A x Ij2f; cP2)(ji2f x@ $2) 
then cp,(i,j,)=cp,(i, j,).a and $,(i,, j)=fl.ll/r(i,, j), where a,p~G. 
Proqf: Show cp,(i, j,)=q(i, l).y and ‘pz(i, j,)=r](i, 1)‘~ as ‘p(i,, 18)= 
yI( i,, 1 D). y has been done from (3.6). Similar for $, . 
Let (APB; ~)EP(S) be an idempotent. Then BZ,A, otherwise 0 would 
be contained in (ApB; cp). It follows that ApB= A x B. We consider idem- 
potents in .%?O. 
LEMMA 3.11. Let (Ax B;cp)~%&. Then (Ax B; cp) is an idempotent if 
and only if Bz:,A and 
cp(i .A = P,; ’ .for all (i, j) E A x B. 
Proof: Assume (A x B; cp) is an idempotent in %,,. Obviously Br:,A by 
Lemma 3.7. Since Iq(i, j)l = 1 for all (i, j) E A x B, 
44i j) = U cp(k k)pkdL j) = cp(C k) PkAh j) 
kEB 
/cc 
which implies cp(i k) = pi ’ for all (i, k) E A x B. Conversely assume BE:,A 
and cp( i, j) = pJr ’ for all (i, j) E A x B, and let (A x B; q) = (A x B; cp)‘. Then 
vl(L .i) = U cp(C k) ~~~441, j) = U ~kr’ pkfpll ’ 
k.l k.l 
= P,;’ pIIp,r’ = p,, ’ = cp(i, j) 
where (3.3) has been used. 
Assume Bf,A. For a fixed A x B, let 9)A x B denote the set of all elements 
of 9, of the form (A x B; cp). By Lemma 3.11, B’a x B contains a unique 
idempotent (A x B; cpO) where ‘pO(i, j) = p,; ’ for all (i, j) E A x B. 
LEMMA 3.12. Let (A x B; cpO) be the idempotent. Then 
(AxB;cp,)(AxB;cp)=(AxB;cp)(AxB;cp,)=(AxB;cp) 
if and only if 
d~~j)=P~‘p,lcp(l~ l)~,,~i,’ for all (i, j)E A x B, (3.12.1) 
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where the standard elements l,, 1 B are fixed, and simply denoted by 1, 1, 
respectively. 
ProoJ: Assume (A x B; cp,)(A x B; cp) = (A x B; cp). By using (3.3), (3.3’), 
and (3.4) 




=U p~lpj[cP(l~~)=P~~’ U PjIcP(19j) =P~Y’PjlcP(l?.i) 
I / 
=p~~‘pjlcP(l~ l)PllP~I’=P~‘PII(P(l~ l)PllP,T’ 
Conversely assume (3.12.1). It is easy to verify that 
(A x B; cp,)(A x B; q) = (A x B: cp)(A x B; cpO) = (A x B; cp). 
We understand (3.12.1) as follows: Fix the standard elements 1 A, 1 B and 
choose cp(l,, le) E G arbitrarily, then the value of cp(i, j) is determined, 
that is, a = cp( 1, 1) runs through all elements of G. 
Now we define YAXB= {q,:aEG} where 
cpU(i,j)=Pli’PII.a.p,,pl;‘. 
This expression is unique as long as (1 A, 1 B) is fixed. 
PROPOSITION 3.13. If Bf’,A, then FAxBgG under q,++ap,,. 
Proof: Let (A x B; rl) = (A x B; cp,)(A x B; (Pi). Then we have 
=; (Plr’PIl ‘a’p,~p~l)pk,(p~‘p,,‘b.p,,p,~‘) 
=Pu’PII.a.p,,.b.p,,p,T’ for all (i j) E A x B, 
where ~6’ PkIPlI -I=p,;‘pL,p;‘=p,;’ by (3.3). Define h:YA,.+G by 
h(A x B; cp,) = ap,, Then 
h((A x B; cp,)(A x B; qh)) =a~,, bp,, = h(A x B; cp,) MA x B; (~b). 
ForanyxEGletcpbesuchthatcp(l,l)=xp,’.Thenh(AxB;cp)=x,and 
hence h is onto. It is easy to see that h is one-to-one. Therefore FAX g=G 
under h. 
Thus rA x B is a maximal subgroup of .?%“a x B. 
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Let (A x B; cp) E 9,. (A x B; q) is called left proportional if D E ,9(M) and 
DfpA imply 
Pkl,(PUb A = P&G A for all I,,I,EA,~ED,~EB; (3.14,) 
right proportional if EE 9(Z) and Bf‘,E imply 
qo(L k, 1 ok,/ = di> kd p/q/ for all k,, k2E B, iE A, Ie E; (3.142) 
proportional is left proportionai and right proportional. 
(3.14,) is from (3.2) or (3.5); (3.14,) is from (3.1) or (3.4). 
(3.15 _ ) Assume (A x B; ~0) is proportional. 
If DT:,A, BZ‘,E, D’E,A and BE‘,E’, and if D, D’ satisfy (3.14,) and E, 
E’ satisfy (3.14,) then 
Pl,‘l, PI& = p;$, PI/y/A for all I,, (3.15 -.l) 
Pkal,P&= Pkelr, pl,:, for all k,. (3.155.2) 
However, we will prove in Proposition 3.17 the same result as above 
without assuming (3.14,), (3.14,). 
Let FE= UBtpa YFxB. 
THEOREM 3.15. The following three sets are equal. 
(3.15.1) {(AxB;cp)~9?,:(AxB;cp) isproportional}, 
(3.15.2) (~~92,: YXZcz,~zfor some Y, ZEN,}, 
(3.15.3) (U6VE9/!,: U, VET&?,, U, Vare proportional}, 
where 6 is fixed hut any nonzero element of S. 
ProoJ: (3.15.1) 5 (3.15.2). Let X= (A x B; 9). By assumption let &!?,,A, 
Bz,E. Since XE g,, (3.4) and (3.5) imply 
cp(l,> .yLs)= P& Pl,l,. cptlA~SB)=4n(~A~ 1B) P1,,EP,,;:E 
for all I,, sB ; Corollary 3.10 yields 
cp(~,‘l> JB) = Plyja ’ a . p,:, for some a E G, 
where a is independent of I,, sB. Choose CE~(I) and FE 9(M) such that 
Ff,C. Now define 5: C x D -+ G and $I: E x F+ G by 
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and let Y=(CxQ{),Z=(ExF;I//). Obviously Y, ZE%!~ by 
Proposition 3.9. Let 
By using (3.3) and (3.3’), 
rl(k>jF) = u 5(k k.)Pkolad~A> SB)PSS&fE> j,) 
kh,r 
Hence YXZ E F,, x F by Lemma 3.12. 
(3.152)~ (3.151). If YXZEF~, then YXZE 9, and we see YX, 
XZ E .%?, . By Lemma 3.7 it follows that X is proportional. 
(3.15.1)~(3.15.3). Let Df,A and Bf,E. As seen in the proof of 
“(3.15.1)~ (3.15.2),” 
cp(i,, jB) = prDfa . a. p,;l: for some a E G. 
Deline~:A~{l,}+Gand$:{l~)xB-+Gasfollows: 
<(iA, lo)= P1;f,Ploll,7 $(I t‘> j,) = pl,:, P,il:. 
Then 
(~x{1,);5)({1A}~{1B);a)({l.}xB;~)=~,.f,~a~~,,~~=cp(~~,~~). 
It is easy to see that 5 and $ satisfy (3.14,) and (3.14,), and that 
U=(Ax{l.};~)and V=({l.}xB;$)arein&?,. 
(3.15.3)~(3.15.1). Let b=({lA} x {lB};a) and let 
U=(CxD;t), v= (ExF; $). 
Since U6 VE &?i, it must hold that U6, 6 VE .%, By (3.4) and (3.5) 
a&-t k,) = 5(&-, 10) PI& Pi&’ 
$(fE, j,) = PL--:EPIS1E4wE’ j,.). 
If we let 
U.({lAS x {I,); Plg:J=(Cx {1.);yI*)> 
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and 
then, by using (3.3) and (3.3’), we have 
By assumption, U and V are proportional, so $ satisfies (3.4), and 5 
satisfies (3.5). By using these facts, we get 
where A’ is some element of 9(I) and B’ is some element of S(M) such 
that Fz,A’ and B’f:,C. Thus q satisfies (3.14,), (3.14,), hence U6V is 
proportional. 
Let Y(6) denote the set (3.15.3) for a nonzero element 6 E S. 
Theorem 3.15 says Y(6,)=Y(S2) for any nonzero elements S,, 6,~s. 
Extending the range of 6, let y be any element of &. 
COROLLARY 3.15’. Eeach set in Theorem 3.15 equals each qf the 
following: 
(3.154) Y(y) where y is a fixed but arbitrary element of Z& and 
Y’(y) is dinned in the same way as Y(a) = (3.15.3). 
(3.15.5) {UTVES?‘,: TEY--, U, V E 3, ) U, V ~r~~ortio~al~. 
(3.15.6) The set of (A x B; cp) satisfying 
v(i,, jB) = ~i$,ap,;/~ for some D, E with Df;,A, BL?,E. 
In (3.15.6) fix D and E for A and B, respectively. For each a E G the 
function defined by (3.15.6) is denoted by cp,. Clearly UH cpcJ is one-to-one 
and onto. The set of proportional (A x B; cp,) for a fixed A x B is denoted 
by %xm 
CT AxB={(A~B;~,):a~Gj. 
For another D’ and E’, the same set is defined, namely, YA x B is indepen- 
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dent of the choice of D and E. In particular if B,.?,A, yA XB defined here 
coincides with rA x B done before Proposition 3.13. 
Let S=(3.15.1)=(3.15.2)=(3.15.3)=(3.15.4)=(3.15.5)=(3.15.6), and 
let 
.!Y = (LP( S))4\9-. 
PROPOSITION 3.16. Y is a maximal ideal of (Y(S))4 and (.Y(S))4/C4p is
completely O-simple. 
Proof: First, we prove 9’ is an ideal of (9(S))4. By Theorem 3.15, 
Y= {XE~&: YXZ$rz for all Y, ZE~I!~}U((~‘(S))~\%‘~). Let X69’ and 
VE (g(S))4. By (1.15) (S(S))4\&‘, is an ideal of (9(S))4, so if V’$Br, then 
XV and VX are in 9’. We can assume XE 9,. Let Y, ZE 9$. If VZE 9,) 
then Y(XV)Z= YX( VZ) +! FL. If VZ$ .%‘i, then YX( VZ) E (9(X))4\%‘1, 
hence $ FL. Therefore XVE 9’. Similarly VXE Y. To show Y is maximal, 
let 9 be an ideal of (9(S))4 such that 9 properly contains 9, namely, 
X0 E 9 for some X0 E y-. Then .a contains an element y = lJ X,Z E TX by 
(3.15.2); hence F = 9-(y) = (3.15.4) c 9 by Theorem 3.15 and 
Corollary 3.15’; 4 must coincide with (9a(S))4. Therefore Y is a maximal 
ideal of (9(S))4 and (.?7(S))4/9 is O-simple because it is not a null of order 
2. By virtue of Lemma 3.11 we can immediately show that every idem- 
potent in y is primitive. Hence (S(S))“/9 is completely O-simple. 
Let y” = (9(S))4/9 where 9’ = .F u (0). Next we find the Rees-matrix 
representation of J . co For S = &‘(I, M, G; P) we define the sets 9(Z) and 
9(M) as follows: 
S?(Z)= {AE~‘(Z): Bz:,A for some BEG}, 
9(M)= {BEY(M): Bf:,AforsomeA~9(1)}. 
Clearly 9(Z) # @ and 9(M) # @ since {i} E 9(Z) for each in Z, and 
{j} E%(M) for each in M. From definition we can say: For each A E 2(Z) 
there is BE 9!(M) such that Bf,A, and for each BE 9(M) there is A E .9(Z) 
such that Bz,A. 
Let F be the projection of F into 9(Z) x9(M) defined by 
F(AxB;cp)=AxB. 
By Proposition 3.13, if A x BE F(Y) and if Br,A, 9-A x B is a maximal sub- 
group of the completely O-simple semigroup r and hence the ground 
group of y is isomorphic to G. F(T) is a combinatorial O-simple 
semigroup. Let 
F,(T)= {AES(Z): Ax BE F(r)forsom BEY(M)}, 
F,,,(Y)= {BE~(M):A x B~F(y)forsomeA~9(Z)}. 
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Then 




The question is raised: Is F onto 9(Z) x 9(M)? 
PROPOSITION 3.17. Let A E F,(Y) and assume ) Al # 1, If D, D’ E Y(M) 
and if Dz:,A and D’z,A then 
P,,l,Plo/r = PI& Plo,la ,for all I,. (3.17.1) 
Let BEF~(T) andassume IBI # 1. Jf E, E’EY(Z) and fBzT,E and Bz:,E 
then 
-I - 
Pkdt. PI,I, - Pkalfi.&ft. for all k,. (3.17.2) 
Proof We can assume A x DE F(T) without loss of generality since 
F(Y) is completely O-simple. As (A x D; cp) is left proportional, (3.5) 
implies 
cp(l.,j,)(cp(l,,j,))~‘=P,,:,P,,,, for all I,, j,. 
Suppose P& plDcn # p;DLlap,,,la for some I, # 1,. We want to show 
Ax{l,,}$F(T). Suppose Ax{~.,}EF(~). Since (Ax{l,.})(AxD)= 
AxDinF(Y), (Ax{1,~};II/)(A~D;cp)~~~~~forsome(Ax(l,~j;$)~ 
r Ax i ,o,j and (A x D; cp) E FA x D. But, by assumption, 
CP(~~~~~)(CP(~~~~~))-’ +P;$,P~,~,, for SOme 1,. (3.17.3) 
and by Lemma 3.7, (A x { ln,}; $)(A x D; CJJ) $ ,@I hence 4 F. This is a con- 
tradiction. Hence A x { lD,} 4 F(Y) and (A x {l,,}; II/) E Y for all $. By 
(3.15.6) cp of (A x D; cp) E F has the form 
cp(i,,j,)=Pl,~~aPjD:,. 
Define tjo: A x { lD,} -+ G and cp, : { 1 ,+, }x D + G, respectively, by 
tio(iAj l.,)=~;jf,~;y!,~, vl(lAr.jn)=ap,$,. 
Then (A x D; cp) = (A x { 1 D,}; tjo)( { 1 A } x D; cp, ) E Y. This is a contradic- 
tion. The second part is similarly proved. 
If A satisfies (3.17.1) for any D, D’ with Df,A, D’z:,A, then A is called 
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left proportional. If B satisfies (3.17.2) for any E, E’ with Bf,E, Bz,Z?, 
then B is called right proportional. If JA 1 = 1, A trivially satisfies (3.17.1), so 
“left proportional” shall admit IA 1 = 1, and “right proportional” shall 
admit IBI = 1. 
(3.17’). A is left proportional if and only iffor j,, j, E A4 {j, }C,A and 
{ jz} C,A imply p,;,’ pjli2 = p,;: pjzi2 for i,, i, E A. B is right proportional zf 
and only iffor i,, i, E I, BC,{ i, } and BE,{ i, > imply pili, p,;,’ = pi,,2 p,,,: for 
j, , j, E B. 
The question posed before Proposition 3.17 is negatively answered. 
EXAMPLE 3.18. Let S be a completely O-simple semigroup determined 
by G and P as follows: 







0 I 1 0 
0 
1 
T 2 1 1 
2 1 1 
0 1 2 2 2 
+ 
I 
1 0 0 1 2 
2 0 0 1 2 
+
2 1 1 0 0 
2 2 2 0 0 I 
In this example, only singleton sets of Z are left proportional and only 
singleton sets of M are right proportional and Y”zS (see Theorem 3.19 
below). 
Define 2-(Z) to be the set of all left proportional subsets A of 2(Z), and 
E(M) the set of all right proportional subsets B of 2(M). Clearly (i} E H(Z) 
and {j} Ed f or each ie Z and j6 M. For each A E E(Z) there is 
A’ E 2(M) such that A’f:,A, and for each BE s(M) there B’ E k?(Z) such 
that Bf,B’. [A singeleton set can be chosen as A’ and B’.] If 
(A x B; cp) E Y-, then (A x B; cp) is left proportional and right proportional. 
In the following theorem, we arbitrarily choose but fix A’ and B’ for A 
and B, respectively, such that A’z’,A and BZ‘,B’, that is, we fix mappings 
e: 2(Z) +2(M) and 2: 2-(M) + 2(Z) defined by d: AH A’ and 2: BH B’, 
respectively, as above. 
THEOREM 3.19. For each pair (A, B) E E(Z) x s(M), and ,for each a E G, 
we define qA by 
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r= u .Y AxB. 
AxBE~(/)x~(M) 
Then 
(3.19.1) Y= (B(S))4\Y is a maximal ideal of (g(S))“. 
(3.19.2) Zf 9 is a maximal ideal of (9(S))4 and (fJ’(,S))4\.Y is in 92, 
and contains an idempotent, then .f = 9’. 
(3.19.3) F”~Mo(~(l), z(M), G; P’), where $ = (p,,), BES(M), 
A E g(Z) 
pBA = 
P,,f, PI,1 1 pl,:, f B2‘,A 
0 otherwise. 
Proof. (3.19.1) and (3.19.2) have been proved by the results from the 
beginning through Theorem 3.17. We prove here (3.19.3). Let 
Jhf0(2J(Z), 2(M), G; P) 
and 
(A,B;a)(C,D;b)= 
(A, D; apBCh) if Bz,C 
otherwise. 
We define h: To + .k!‘“($(I), 2(M), c;; P) by 
h(A x B; q,) = (A, B; a). 
It is obvious that h is one-to-one and onto. To show that it is a 
homomorphism, let (A x B; cp), (C x D; t,k )E F-, and 
Assume Bz,C. We show (AxB;cp)(CxD;t,b)=(AxD;q)~Y. By (3.17) 
4131’98’2.5 
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By using these and (1.6) we have 
and 
h((A x B; q)(CxD; +))=h(A xD; VI)= (A, D; u~,,&~,e,c~1,!$4 
= (A, D; ap,,b) = (A, B; a)(C x D; h) 
=h(AxB;cp).h(CxD;$). 
Thus, if Bf:,C, h((A x B; cp)(Cx D; $))=h(A x B; q)h(Cx D; $). If b,C, 
(A x B; cp)(Cx D; $)EY as elements of (cp(S))4, hence (A x B; cp). 
(C x D; Ic/) = 0 as elements of .F” and (A, B; a)(C, D; b) = 0. 
Remark 3.19’. Let &,: A-A’, cyt: B-B’ and /,: A-A”, Zz: B-B”. 
For /, and 4, let ‘p/,~‘~l(i,, j,) = ~;~,:.~up,;,‘~. 
For e, and .yi;, let (~/h2’.~2(i~, js)= p;fiAbpj;,l,... By Proposition 3.17, 
~pi@~( i, , j,) = (pf2f2( i, , jB), where h = ~~~~~~~ P$,, uplafa pIala and 
{(P;I+ UEG} = {‘p pJy2. LEG). Obviously (3.19.3) is independent of the 
choice of 8 and X. 
Let 9 be a maximal ideal of (cp(S))4 and let 8 = (g(,S))4\.~. For con- 
venience, let 9’ = &! u { 0) = (g(s))“/.a. We assume 9” is O-simple in Lem- 
mas 3.20, 3.21, 3.22. 
LEMMA 3.20. Any element of .@ does not contain 0. 
Proof. Suppose some element of .%? contains 0. Then every element of .% 
contains 0. This follows from the O-simplicity of 9’. Let p E W. Since 9’ is 
O-simple J?’ = ppZ” for some Yc’, Z” E ?J. Let Y = p\ { O}. As Y does not 
contain 0, YE.~ = (y(S))4\g, but (1.7.2) implies that p= Y~Z’E.~ 
because ./ is an ideal of (p(S))4. This is a contradiction. 
Let Sb= {X: XE (p(S))4, OEX}. 9; is an ideal of (q(S))4. By 
Lemma 3.20 S&n W = 0, hence every element of @I is a rectangle, i.e., hav- 
ing the form (A x B; cp) by (1.7). 
LEMMA 3.21. There is a cardinal number p such that Iq(i, j)l = p for all 
iE A, Jo B and for all (A x B; ~I)EB’, that is, Iq(i, j)l = lll/(k, 1)1 if 
(AxB;cp), (CXD;$)E%?, iEA,jEB, kEC, IED. 
Proof: Since 54?‘O is O-simple, for X, YE 9 there are Z, UE 2 such that 
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ZXU= Y. Let Z=(CxE,;cp,), X=(AxB;cp), U=(E,xD;rp,), 
Y = (C x D; I/I). Then E,C,A and BC,E, since &! n 9; = Qr. Let 
(i j) E A x B, (k, I) E C x D. By (1.15), Iq(i, j)l 6 l$(k, /)I. Similarly we have 
I$@, 41 < lcp(i, Al. Hence we have Idi, j)l = I$@, /)I. 
LEMMA 3.22. If 9 contains (A x B; q) such that q has a separation form, 
then 9 = 9. 
ProojY Suppose .f # c4p, so .% # 9. By Lemma 3.21 Iq(i, j)l = p > 1 for 
all (Xx Y; cp) E 9. By the assumption and Lemma 3.8, 
(A x B; YI) = (A x {j, 1; cp)({i, 1 x B; $1 
where (Ax {j,}; cp), (i,} x B; $)E&?, otherwise (Ax B;q) would be in .f. 
Choose i, E I such that plli, # 0, then 
since ( {il} x {j, }; p,:~~:) E .a = (.p(S))4\.6%?. Therefore (A x B; q) E ./. This 
contradicts (A x B; q) E 9. 
By Proposition 3.9 and Lemma 3.22 we can remove condition “having 
idempotent” from (3.19.2): 
COROLLARY 3.23. [f‘ .f is a maximal ideal of (Y(S))4 and 
(.Y( S))4\.Y c 9,) then .a = .Y’. 
However, it seems difficult to remove both “having idempotent” and 
c IJR, , so we assume only containing idempotent. 
THEOREM 3.24. Y is a unique maximal ideal of’ (Y(S))4 having property 
that (.Y( S))4\.Y contains an idempotent. 
Proof: Let ,F be a maximal ideal of (p(S))4 and (A x B; cp) be an idem- 
potent in :%. Then BC,A necessarily holds. Let N be the normal subgroup 
of G generated by the set 
{pk,lpk,p,~‘:i,l~A, j,kEB}. 
Clearly N contains all pk, and p;’ pk, of the B x A submatrix. Since 
(A x B; cp) = (A x B; cp)‘, 
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Let Q(i) = IJkcB cp(i, k)p,, and Y(j) = UIEA p,,cp(l, j). Then we have 
fp( i, j) E Q(i) NY(j). 
Each element u of cp(i, j) has the form v = xay where XE Q(i), a E A’, 
ye Y(j). If z, x and y are given, a is uniquely determined; a is denoted by 
a = n(x, y), and 
v = x n(x, y) . y. 
The domain of the function n is a subset of @r(i)x Y,(j) where @r(i)~ 
Q(i) and Y,(j) E Y(j); in other words, n is a function of p into G for a full 
relation from @r(i) onto Y,(j). 
Consider a completely simple semigroup: 
U= A(@($ y(j), G; f’,) 
= {(x, y; a): x E Q(i), y E Y(j), a E G}, 
where P, = (qyz), y E Y(j), z E Q(i), and qvz is defined by 
9-v; = YPjiz, 
Then the n together with Q1( i) and Yu,( j) is regarded as an element of 
9(U), i.e., n corresponds to (@r(i) pY,(j); n) where n: p + G. From (l), 
cp(i, j)= {x.n(x,u)u:xpu,xE~,(i),~EY~(j)} 
= {x . n(x, y) . yp,,z . n(z, u) . u: xpy, zpu, 
XE@l(i), Y~yl(k),z~@l(4u~ Y,(j)) (2) 
whence 
a, u) =4x, Y) q,,Az~ u). 
(A x B; cp) is an idempotent if and only if for each SEA, jE B, 
(@r(i) pY,( j); n) is an idempotent in .9(U), then necessarily 
@l(i) PYl(j) = @l(i) x Y,(j), so (@r(i) x Y,(j);n) is an idempotent in 
9(U). Note that In(x, y)l = 1 for all (x, y) E p. By Lemma 3.11 we have 
n(x, y)=q,‘=x ‘pj;‘y-’ 
for (x, Y)EP, xE@,(j), YE y,(j). 
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From (21, cp(i,j)= {P,;‘}, SEA, DEB. Since Iq(i,j)l = 1 for all 
(i, j) E A x B, cp has a separation form by Proposition 3.9. Hence .a = Y by 
Lemma 3.22. 
4. INTERSECTIONS 
We have treated S*, %, ,FTo for S: 
S = M”(Z, M, G; P), S*=dl”(z,M, {l},P*) 
.ao~~=d5Yo(9yz),qM), {l};P), 
To = dt”(9(Z), 2(M), G; P). 
As S* is derived from S, we define go* from the completely O-simple 
semigroup .FO 
go* = AlO(E(Z), 2(M), { 1); P*) 
where P* is obtained from P’ by replacing nonzero entries by 1. 
From their definitions we see that P is a submatrix of P, and P* is a sub- 
matrix of ij and p* since {,Y}E~(Z) and {YJE~(M) for all XEZ, REM. 
Hence S can be embedded into To; and S* can be into %? and go*. In this 
sense we use the term “inclusion” or “intersection” of the matrices and 
“inclusion” or “intersection” of the semigroups appearing above, denoted 
by P* c p n (FD *, S* c G!? n y-O*, etc. 
Let us construct the largest completely O-simple semigroup contained in 
$? n F-O* by means of the sandwich matrices. 
By a special case of Lemma 3.8 of [ 1 ] or Theorem 1 of [ 11, 
(4.1). Let D = JZ?‘~(Z, M, { 1 }; P’), P’ = (p:,). The following are 
equivalent: 
(1) V is a [0-] simple suhsemigroup of D, 
(2) V is a completely [0-] simple suhsemigroup of D, 
(3) V=Xx Y= {(i, j);iEX, jfz Y) or (Xx Y)‘, where XcZ, YcM, 
and 
(i, j)(k, I)= F I) 
i 
if p;k = 1 
!f p;k = 0. 
To get the largest completely O-simple subsemigroup contained in 




p = (PA YEM x E I, 
p* = (P.?x), YEM x E I, 
p= (FY,Y), YE P’(M), XE W), 
P=(P,xh YE ZqM), XE E(I), 
p* = (P*yxh YE B(M), ‘YE S(Z). 
In Section 1, we defined the equivalences 6,, S;, a, on the set I; and 6,, 
Sl,, CI,,, on the set M, related to P. Obviously 6,~ c1,, 6,~ c(,,,,. Without 
loss of generality we assume 
6, = s;, S,=S:,. 
LEMMA 4.2. (4.2.1) If X is contained in a G,-class and Y is contained in 
a 8,-class then XE 2(Z) and YE 2(M), and 
PYx= P*yx. 
(4.2.2) Let XE 2(-(r). Zf X intersects at least two distinct G&asses then 
PYXZ P*yx for some 6,-class Y. 
Let YES. If Y intersects at least two distinct 6,-classes then 
PYX#P*yX for some drclass X. 
Proof: (4.2.1) By definition of 6, and 6,, pyr = c for all y E Y, x E X; 
then the following four are equivalent: Yd PX, Yf,X, c # 0, p yx # 0. The 
conclusion is immediately derived. 
(4.2.2) If there is a 6,-class Y such that Yd,X and Y$“,X, then 
P yx = 0, hence p*yx = 0 but ,!? yx = 1. We assume that for each fi,-class Y, 
either YA,X or Yz,X. (We show this is not the case.) Since X E s(1), X is 
left proportional and it follows that X is contained in a 6>class but S; = 6,. 
This contradicts the assumption. 
Let D, denote a G,-class, and F,, a 6,-class. Let 
T” = u Lp(D>.), f~ = u y’(F,), 
i F 
where UI is the set union of the power sets of D, for all G,-classes D,, the 
same for lJ,. Clearly {x}EX, {y}~g for all XEZ, all yEM. 
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Define PFD, and iP”,* as follows: 
lP,*,=(p”;,), YEY, XELF, where p& = p yx 
ff”,*=(p”y*x), YEI?Y, XE%, where p”bs= 
1 if pFx #O 
o if p;.,X = 0. 
Clearly both satisfy the condition on sandwich matrices. 
Let W and W* be the completely O-simple semigroups determined by 
P, and P$ respectively: 
Obviously 
so 
~oPosITI~N 4.3. p,i: is the largest su~mutr~.~ of Pn iFD* containing P”‘, 
and W* is the largest completely O-simple semigroup cofztaining S*, con- 
tained in W n To*. 
Proof By (4.1) the second part is reduced to the first part. Let R be a 
submatrix such that P* c R c p n lP*. R is necessarily within .?&I) x E(M). 
Let XE 2(f), YE Z!(M). By Lemma 4.2 the XY-entry (i.e., MY-submatrix) is 
in PA P* if and only if X is a subset of a G,-class and Y is a subset of a 6,- 
class, namely, XE 3 and Y EY. It follows that the G/ xX-matrix P,l: is a 
submatrix of pn P*. Lemma 4.2 also assures that Pz is largest. 
Finally we consider more the relation between P and P,.; P* and P;. 
Recall again 6,= S; and 6,, = da. Define equivalences 6/r and 6, on the 
sets 9” and @, respectively, as follows: 
iff both X, and A’, are subsets of a G,-class. 
iff both Y, and Y, are subsets of a 6,-class. 
ImmediateIy we have 
PROPOSITION 4.4. S and W have the greatest left and right reductive 
homomorphic image @ in common. 
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Let T@ = &“(I’, M’, G; P’), P’ = (p’y,), YE M’, XE I’. 
Then r=I/6,=~/6,,M’=M/6,=a1/6, 
andif f,:I-*I’,f,:M~M’,g,:~^~,g,:~/~, 
then P’hCY’,fiC4 = pvx 2 Pb,(Y,‘,ny(x,’ = P”v,x,. 
Define equivalences uz and clpJ on the sets X and CV, respectively, as 
follows: 
J-1 “9-X2 iff both X, and X, are subsets of an cc,-class. 
y,a, y2 iff both Y, and Y, are subsets of an a,-class. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. S* and W* have the greatest left and right reductive 
homomorphic image W* in common. 
Let W* = A”(Z*, M*, { 1); P”), PR = (p”,,), YE M*, XE I*. 
Then I* = I//cc,= X/Q., M* = M/cc~ = gylzc, 
andif fl*:I~I*,f~:M-rM*,g,~:X~I*,g,T,:~/M”*, 
then P&),.f;(x) = ptx-, P&Y,‘&(X,‘= p;:x,. 
5. PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM 
Let Si= J&“(Z,, Mi, Gi; P,), and let p(Si) be the power semigroup of Si 
(i= 1,2). In Sections 2, 3, 4 we defined S, .&, %, y”, go*, <Y’, W, W*. 
We denote these notions for Si by ST, YI;‘, q, sp, ?F”*,9y, -Iy;-, TIT,*, 
respectively (i = 1, 2). Assume @ is an isomorphism of g(S,) onto .y(S,). 
In this section we prove S, z S2. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. .at)?C$ ,$” under CD. 
Proof Since .a;) is the unique O-minimal ideal of p(S,) by 
Proposition 2.9, @(.a&“) is also the unique O-minimal ideal of p(S,), hence 
Jqj2’ = @(Sg’). 
The isomorphism d, induces the isomorphism of (g(S,))4 onto (p(S2))4. 
As Cat) c (p( S,))” (i = 1, 2), .ab” is mapped onto .a,$” under the restriction 
of @ to (.?J’(S,))4. For simplicity the restriction @ 1 y(S,))4 is still denoted 
by @. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. =4c; is isomorphic onto <V; under @, and hence 9J is 
mapped onto F2 and .F~z.F~. 
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Proof Let YP; = <P(Yr) and Yi” = (Y(S,))“/Y”;. Then Sy is isomorphic 
onto Y;O. Since Y: is a unique maximal ideal of (S(S,))” (i= 1, 2) in 
the sense of Theorem 3.24, we have 9”; = Y;, and S;” = St, therefore 
p g 5-0 
1 2’ 
Now 
Y = ~“(~(rj)~ pP(“,), { I}; pi), 
.q = dzl”(qzi), 2qM,), G,; Pi), i= 1, 2. 
LEMMA 5.3. II,1 = lZ,l, IM,I = IM21, and G,gG,. 
Prooj By Proposition 5.1, Yb’)zXb*‘, hence V, zV2. Then IZ,I = /Z21 
and JM,J = \M2\ by Corollary 1.18. Since r:zY:, we get G,N,G, by 
Proposition 1.17. 
For simplicity we identify I, with I,, denoted by I; identify M, with M,, 
denoted by M; identify G, with G,, denoted by G. 
For i= 1,2, 
S; = Af”(Z, M, G; P,), 
s* = A4f0(Z, M, { I}; P,*), 
%;=A%!“(L?qz), 9yM), (l};P,), 
S; = cM’(z(Z), i?(M), G; Pi), 
J q* = .k”(qz), 22(M), { 1 }; [Fp,*), 
^w;= Jz”(!&, ??& G; PJJ, 
w-7 = A!“(& q, { 1 }; PZ,). 
Let Qs be the isomorphism of .Yy onto ST induced by @ by 
Proposition 5.2. Define a homomorphism of Yp onto ,Y’p* by 
hl*(.4xB; {x})=AxB, for (A x B; {x})ES? (i= 1,2). 
Then each h,? is the greatest combinatorial homomorphism by 
Proposition 2.3. 
The following two lemmas are very fundamental, and Lemma 5.4 is 
obvious. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let D, he a completely O-simple semigroup (i = 1, 2), and let 
h,*: Di + 07 he the greatest combinatorial homomorphism (i = 1, 2). If 
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@: D, + D, is an isomorphism of D, onto D, then there exists an 
isomorphism @* of 0: onto 02 such that @*h: = hT@. 
LEMMA 5.5. Assume Sy is a subsemigroup of 07 (i = 1,2) and ST ES: 
under @*. Let Si be the inverse image of SF under h: (i= 1, 2). Then S, ES, 
under Qi. 
Proof: Let S’; = @(S,). We want to show S; = Sz. By Lemma 5.4 
h;(S;) = h;@(S1) = @*h,*(S,) = @*(SF) = SF. 
Since S, is the inverse image of ST under h;, S; z S,. From Lemma 5.4, 
h,*@-’ = @*-‘hz where @-’ denotes the inverse map of @. By using this, 
h:@+(S,)=@*-‘h:(S,)=@*+‘(S;)=S: 
which implies @-‘(S,) E S,, hence Sz E @(S,) = S;, therefore S, = S;. 
In the above, let Di = Y-9, 07 = Y-p*, Qi = @.-r, @* = @g, and we will 
use Lemma 5.5 to prove the main theorem. 
Let Qs denote the isomorphism of Sbr) onto Y,$2) induced by @. Define 
g, be the isomorphism of Vi onto Y$’ by 
g,(A x B) = (A x E; G)‘. 
For simplicity S$) is denoted by Yi below. Then define @%: %‘, + V2 by 
@w = g; -9 g1 
In Section 4 we studied w* which is contained in %?nY’*, but we 
review it here again more precisely. For each i = 1, 2, let a,,: S* + .$., 
cc*,:s*+%?;,&-:s * -+ Y”* be the embeddings where a,, = gi. %,. d Recall 
that @$- is the isomorphism of Sp* onto Yt* induced by @,F by 
Lemma 5.4. 
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By Proposition 4.3, there exist largest completely O-simple semigroups 
Wr”,,, W$,, and W$-, such that for i= 1, 2, 
and W$CrWg,r”lY-$,, where W*,, = g;(W,*,). After identifying, let 
7v: = “uq, = wg, = “Iv>,. 
Let @,$(W”.$,) = %‘iT, c Sp*, and 
This implies W”$ , c @$- ‘( W$,). By symmetric argument, @$- I(%‘“>-,) is 
also a completely O-simple semigroup contained in %‘, and Sy* in the 
similar sense. Then 
and 
Therefore ?Fp‘$2 = W,>-,. Thus we have shown 
LEMMA 5.6. YV: is isomorphic onto %‘f under @,$. 
By definition in Section 4 we see that q is the inverse image of W: 
under h,*. (See h,* in Lemma 5.4.) By Lemma 5.5 we have 
PROPOSITION 5.7. K is isomorphic onto W; under @,r. 
Let -/y; be the greatest left and right reductive homomorphic image of “w; 
(i = 1, 2). By Proposition 4.4, T is also the greatest left and right reductive 
image of Si (i = 1, 2). Since Y+; E W; by Proposition 5.7, P W, is equivalent 
to P,. Let 
q. = u Lqly’), ‘!i& = u 9(Ry), i = 1, 2. 
i /c 
By (1.24) there is a one-to-one correspondence between the family of 
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9(L)$l))‘s and the family of gf(D$2))fs, and one-to-one correspondence 
between the family of 9(flj))‘s and the family of 9(Fr)f’s such that 
pyD~“)I = lP(D$,2))l 1. for each ;I, 
pqF’“)( = pqFf2’)I P II for each p. 
Then, by (1.25), 
iD;.‘)l = lD~“‘l for each I, 




From Proposition 5.7, 1IL; E ly follows. Moreover, the above result implies 
that the isomorphism qrq preserves 6,-classes and 6,-classes in the 
sense of (*). It turns out to be that q is the greatest left and right reduc- 
tive homomorphic image of S, and S2 having the same 6,-classes and 6,- 
classes. By Proposition 1.23, S, E Sz. Consequently we have proved 
THEOREM 5.8. Let S, and S2 be completely O-simple semigroups. [f 
Y(S,) is isomorphic onto Y(S,), then S, is isomorphic onto Sz under 
P(S, I--+ ~‘(W 
Reviewing the above proof, we can restate Theorem 5.8 as follows: 
THEOREM 5.9, Let Si be a completely Q-simple semigroup; g(Si) the 
power semigroup of Si; %; the O-minimal ideal of‘Y(Si); Sp the completely O- 
simple image of Y(Si) (i = 1, 2). Then the ,following are equivalent: 
(1) s,gs,. 
(2) ~(S,)z~'(S,). 
(3) $9, rW2 and .F~EY:. 
ProoJ: We need give the proof of (3)=+ (1) without assuming that 
@: 9(S1) rs( S,). Let (D, be an isomorphism of %Z1 onto %$;, and @,F an 
isomorphism of 97 onto 5:. Let dj,, :$ -+ 9, and @,$ :Sy* -+ FF* be the 
isomorphisms naturally introduced by Qr, and @,r, respectively, as done 
before. Although these isomorphisms are not induced by @, we use these 
notations for convenience. Then Lemma 5.3 is derived from the 
assumption, and Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5 still hold as proved above since 
Y(S,)rB(S,) was not involved. Also %‘“,*, V#$, K (i= 1,2) can be con- 
sidered, and hence Lemma 5.6 and Proposition 5.7 still hold. Therefore we 
have S, zS,. We note that Propositions 1.23, 2.3, 4.3, 4.4 that were 
referred for Theorem 5.8 are not related to 9’( S,)r9(S,). 
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Here is the diagram summarizing Theorems 5.8 and 5.9 (isomorphism 
( =S ), homomorphism (+ ), embedding (- -+ ). 
6. COMPLETELY SIMPLE SEMIGROUPS 
We can treat the isomorphism problem of the power semigroups of com- 
pletely simple semigroups in the three different ways: 
(I) Using Theorem 5.8. 
(I,) Disregarding the arguments with respect o 0. 
(I,) Applying Theorem 5.8 to completely simple semigroups with 
zero adjoined. 
(II) Direct proof without using Theorem 5.8. 
(I) Consider a case where the sandwich matrix P has no zero entry. There 
are two subcases: 
(i) S is a completely simple semigroup. 
(ii) So is a completely semigroup S with 0 adjoined. 
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It can be understood that the problems for (if and (ii) are done, that is, 
these cases are regarded as special cases of Theorem 5.8 in the following 
sense: 
(i) If we remove some part of the arguments involving 0, then we have 
the theorem for completely simple semigroups, namely, modified 
Theorem 5.8. More precisely, for S= A(& M, G; P), J$ is the minimal ideal 
of 9(S) which is isomorphic to the rectangular band CL: as stated in 
Proposition 2.10. Clearly S* and %‘+* are rectangular bands, but .F” and 
Y”* are completely O-simple; w and ,g are completely simple. This is case 
(I,)* 
(ii) Let So be the completely O-simple semigroup with zero adjoined, 
So = &‘(I, M, G; P) in which S = JZ(Z, M, G; P). The sandwich matrix of 
So is the same as the sandwich matrix of S. Then %7, S* and Iklr* are rec- 
tangular bands with zero adjoined; 9’ and Jo* are completely O-simple 
semigroups but dy and @ are completely simple semigroups with zero 
adjoined. Let S, and S, be completely simple semigroups and assume 
~(S,)ZZ~(&). As shown below, Y(S~)r9P(S~). By Theorem 5.8, SyrS$, 
hence S, z S,. This is case (f2). 
We observe here a relation between s(S} and Y’(SO). We do not assume 
S is completely simple. 
PROFWSITION 6.0. Let S he a se~igroup. Then 
s(s”)~(P(s) x L,)O (60.1) 
where L, is the se~i~utt~ce u~order 2. 
(6.0.2). Let S, and S2 he semigroups. !f 9(S, ) 2Y(S2) then 
P(sy)xP(S~). 
(II) Direct proqfi As stated at the end of Section 2, the problem for 
completely simple semigroups can be directly discussed without considering 
Theorem 5.8. In this section we demonstrate it. 
Let S=,~(Z,MG;P)=((~,~;X):~EJ,~E:M,XEG), where (L&x) 
fk, 6 Y) = (k k xPjk u). 
Without loss of generality we can assume G is not trivial, since if IG] = 1 
then S is a rectangular band and the problem was solved: 
LEMMA 6.1 [14, 151. Let S, and S2 be rectangular bands, If 
P(S,)zP(S,) then S,gSs,. 
LEMMA 6.2. The multiplication in @(S) satis~es~ (Ap, B; qf 
(ChD;@)=tA xD;?f, where r(i,j)=uk.,,,,rp(i,k)pk,tj/(l,j). 
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Let $9 = (A x B: A E 9(I), BE B(M)), and we define the product on B 
by (A x B) * (C x D) = A x D and define a mapping k* by 
k*(ApB; q) = A x B. 
Let lo denote the least rectangular band congruence on S(S). A 
homomorphism of 9(S) onto 9 is called a greatest rectangular band 
homomorphism of 9’(S) if 9’ is isomorphic onto p(S)/[,. 
We restate Proposition 2.10: 
LEMMA 6.3. The mapping k*: 9(S) -+ SJ is CI greatest rectangular band 
homomorphism and ~8 g %F( I) x 9(M). 
ProqjI It is easy to see that Bz9(f) x 9(M) and ~$9 is a rectangular 
band. The mapping k* is a homomorphism of J?(S) onto 33, since 
k*(Ap, B; q,)(CpzD; cpz)) = k*(A x D; r) = A x D (by Lemma 6.2) 
=(AxB)(CXD)=~*(A~,B;(P~).~*(C~JI;~Q). 
It is obvious that k” is onto. Let i0 be the congruence on 9(S) induced 
by k*, and let [ be any rectangular band congruence on 9(S). Assume 
J&Y, where X=(Ap,B;cp,) and Y=(Ap,B;rp,). Then we have 
X = (Ap, B; ql) [(Ap, B; p,)(A x B; G)(Api B; q,) = (A x B; G) whence 
Xc(A x B; G). Likewise Y[(A x B; G). Hence XjY for ail X, YES; thus 
we have shown To E <, that is, &, is the least rectangular band congruence 
on 9(S). 
For each A E 9(Z) and BE 9(M) we define a set 9$, x B by 
<PA x B = {XeP(S): h(X)= A x B}. 
If AxB=((i,j)j, i.e., (i,j) alone, then ~4i,,j,=((i,j;H):H~~(G)}, where 
(i,j;H)=((i,j;x):xEH). 
A semigroup D is called null-indecomposable if D has no null- 
homomorphic image except the trivial image. 
LEMMA 6.4. 9cptl,j,~9’(G) under 0: (i, j; H) + pilH; and 9ci,j, contains a 
two-sided identity element, Hence 9c1,i, is null-indecomposable. 
ProojI The first part is easily obtained. Null semigroups are charac- 
terized by the identity xy = ZU. Let D be a semigroup with identity element 
e. Let 5 be a null-congruence on D. Then, for every x, y E D, x = xerye = y, 
whence x&. Thus D is null-indecomposable. As 9(G) contains the identity 
element ( 11, qi,ir is null-indecomposable. 
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In case IAl > 1 and IBI = 1, let B= (j,}, Axj,= {(i,j,): ieA}. Every 




(U (i2il,;~i))( U (kjo~&) = U 
icA ksA 




Let E=UkeA (kj,; p$)= {Wcl; Pj$“):kEAI. 
LEMMA 6.5. E is a right identity element of PA x jO but not a left identity 
element of PA X jO, and hence PA x jO has no left identity element. 
Proof: The former half is obvious. To prove the latter half, choose dis- 
tinct k,, k, E A, and Kk,, Kk2 E B(G) such that 
PJoklKkl # Pj&ZKkz. (6.5.1) 
This is possible because IA/ > 1 and IGI > 1. In fact, if piok, = pjti2 then 
choose Kk,, Kk2EP(G) such that Kk, # Kk2; if piok, # pjokz then choose 
Kk, = Kkz = { 1 }. After choosing k, , k,, (k, Zk,), satisfying (6.5.1) let 
K,=(l) for all kcA except k,,k,. For such {K,:kEA}, let 
x= UkeA (k, j,; Kk), and let E= UicA (i, j,; p,;,‘). Suppose EX= X. Then 
we have p,;lpJok Kk G K, or pjti Kk E P,~, K; for all i, k E A with i # k; therefore 
pjokKk = p,,,,K, for all i, k. This contradicts (6.5.1). Hence EX# X. 
In case IAl= and lB/>l, let A= {i,}, i,xB= {(i,,j):j~B}. 
LEMMA 6.5’. soxB has a left identity element but no right identity 
element. 
In case IAl > 1 and I BI > 1, let .Y$; XB denote the set of ApB, i.e., the set 
of all full relations from A to B, and define the product on 9); X B by 
(Ap, B)(Cp,D) = A x D. 
LEMMA 6.6. PA,, is homomorphic onto 9; x B, and 9; x B is a nontrivial 
null semigroup. 
Proof: By the definition of PA x B and 9’: x B, and by using Lemma 6.2 
we see that YAX, is homomorphic onto 9’f XB under the mapping 
(APB; cp) -+ APB, and 9’2; xB is a null semigroup with A x B as zero. Since 
IAl > 1 and IBI > 1, we have IP’fXsl > 1. 
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LEMMA 6.7. [ 121 Let G, and G, he groups. If 6: 9(G,) + Y(G,) is an 
isomorphism, then a singleton of G, is mapped to a singleton of G, under 6. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 6.8. 
THEOREM 6.8. Let S, and S, he completely simple semigroups. Then 
P(S,)s.P(S2) implies S, rS2. 
ProojI Let S=.I(Z,, M,, G,; Pi) (;I= 1, 2) and let &?:g(S,) -P(S,) 
be an isomorphism of q(S,) onto P(S,). Let h,: I +a;, be the 
greatest rectangular band homomorphism (2 = 1, 2). By Lemma 6.3, 
g>.rP(ZA)xP(Mi) (/1= 1, 2), and there is an isomorphism F: g, +B2 
such that h,&f=sh,. Now .@,?a2 implies .?(Z,)zy(Z,) and 
P(M,)zP(M,). This can be easily proved. By Lemma 1.25, lZ,l = iZzl and 
(M,l = lM,I. If [;, denotes the congruence on y(S) induced by hi, then 
Xi1 Y if and only if X(X) 6*%(Y). Accordingly, in the greatest rectangular 
band decomposition of B(S,) due to h,,: 
Y(S,)= u Ppa”iB (A= 1, 21, 
AXBEJ, 
2 induces an isomorphism: 
gpc1r -9N2) 
AxB= .3=(A Y B) foreachAxBEg,. 
In particular we are interested in Si,$, and yp(:;i,.,, where (i, j) is a singleton 
of &?,. We want to prove F(&j)=(i,,j,) for some singleton (io,jo)Egz. 
In fact, 9(&j) #A xj, for any joeM and any A Ed with JAI > 1, 
since slij,i, contains a two-sided identity element by Lemma 6.4, but P!jk,, 
has no two-sided identity element by Lemma 6.5. Similarly 9(i, j) # i, x B, 
for any iO ~1~ and any BEY(M*) with IBI > 1. Further F(i, j) # A x B for 
any A Ed and any BEE with (A( > 1 and IBI > 1, since P[:,), is 
null-indecomposable by Lemma 6.4, but @j&B is not, by Lemma 6.6. 
Therefore it is forced that 
F(i, j) = (io, j,) and 
where this 2 denotes the restriction to Pi,!;, of the isomorphism 
2: PqS,) + 9(&s,). 
Let pi: Pf:,), -+ P(G,) and crL: PpI$, -+ ,“P(G,) be the isomorphism given 
by Lemma 6.4. Define 6 by 
s=fJ,.wrT, ‘. 
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Then we have the following commutative diagram: 
where XH”;’ (i, j; pj;lX)~.X (io, j,; Y)I-+“* pjoio Y. Thus 6 is an 
isomorphism of B(G, ) onto P( G,). By Lemma 6.7, if x is a singleton of G, 
then 6(x) = pjoiO Y is a singleton of G,. It follows that Y must be a singleton 
of G,, and Z: Pi:,!, + PifO!j,, induces an isomorphism of S{:,i, onto S&t,,, 
where St:‘,;, = {(i, j; x): XE G,}, A = 1, 2. That is, if 6(x) = pJO$y then 
#(i, j; p,;‘x) = (iO, j,; y) where 9(i, j) = (iO, j,). This implies that 
.F: 9( S, ) + P( S,) induces an isomorphism S, z Sz. Q.E.D. 
PROBLEM 1. Let S, and S, be semigroups. Does P(Sy) z 9’(S;) imply 
9qS,)r9qS,)? 
PROBLEM 2. Describe the structure of the power semigroup P(S) of 
completely (0-) simple semigroup 5’. In particular study O-simple partial 
subsemigroups of P(S). 
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